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immaus         Matthew Schreibeis
                Saint Joseph’s University

                Kia-Hui Tan, violin

Pointercount   John Griffin
                Western Michigan University

                Jenny Poehls, flute; Doug Neill, tuba

Meditation and Dance  Melissa Krause
                St. Cloud State University

                Jenny Poehls, flute; Dr. Andrew Froelich, piano

Intervals I    Philip Schuessler
                Southeastern Louisiana University

                James Spurlin, alto saxophone; Amy Mercer, piano

Three Imagist Songs  Paul Lombardi
                     University of New Mexico

                     I. Alba
                     II. New Love
                     III. Triad

                Katherine Price, soprano; Dr. Andrew Froelich, piano

Setting Out     David Carter
                Northwestern University

                Juan Carlos Ortega, violin; Mei-Hsuan Huang, piano
**Saxophone Quartet No. 1: A Slice of Silverstein**  
Adam Sovkoplas  

I. The Yipiyuk  
II. The Worst  
III. Dancing Pants

NDSU Saxophone Quartet  
James Spurlin, soprano; Christopher Bolstad, alto  
Paul Nason, tenor; Eric Pelletier, baritone

**PROGRAM NOTES**

*immaus*: The title of this work is derived from combining the initials of the violinist for whom it was written (im) with the German word for mouse (maus). This combination of syllables and imagery was the inspiration for my work. Small, scurrying fragments run this way and that. With frequent outbursts, their directions are at once frenzied and shy. Just as the opening gestures lead in every which way, the larger sections of the work are both frantic and singing, both contemplative and decisive. While the sections seek to explore great contrast, they are always linked by concise gestural and registeral relationships. What seems yearning in the middle of the piece is fleeting at the end. *immaus* is dedicated to Irina Mueller.

*Pointercount* is a study in contrasts between the very different registers and timbres of the flute and tuba. The piece features staccato musical lines traded off between the two parts, alternating with passages where one instruments will play a legato line against the other's staccato line. Also included is a section imitating the sound of a friendly debate between two people. Primarily, the overall effect is to represent a collaborative effort between the instruments, where they both play off each other and complete each other's ideas. This composition was premiered at the National Flute Association Convention in 2013 by the Extreme Duo: Sarah Miles, flute, and Ben Miles, tuba.

The composer was inspired to compose *Meditation and Dance* after hearing a performance of the shakuhachi (Japanese bamboo flute), an instrument that is traditionally performed with considerable flexibility in pitch, timbre and tempo, resulting in a very meditative and somber style. The piece begins with a flute cadenza that suggests this style, followed by a standard arch form. The piece was awarded an ASCAP Young Composers competition as well as first prize and performance at the Dimensions New Music Festival at Austin Peay State University in Tennessee. It has also been performed at the Dvorak Museum in the Czech Republic and at the Florida State University New Music Festival.

*Intervals I*: In writing this work, I was interested in providing for myself a compositional constraint – the challenge of limitation – by using a limited set of harmonic intervals that move in precise cycles as sorts of isorhythms that helped me
define the lengths of certain materials. The musical result of such constraint offers a
degree of repetition and motion between active and (seemingly) inactive sections that
challenge my definition of the word interval. Thus, I use the word interval in describing
this work when I wish to speak of measurements of distance both vertically (harmonic),
horizontally (temporal), or both at once (which I consider to be timbral).

Three Imagist Poems: The Imagist poems of the early twentieth century easily
lend themselves to Dr. Lombardi’s composition. Imagism uses clear, striking images
rather than long, drawn-out metaphor, and seeks to expose the essence of objects as
singularly concrete through brevity and free verse forms. The exploration of textual
objects through these means is particularly suited to Lombardi’s music, which avoids
programmatic relationships and seeks the music itself. Both poetically and musically,
these songs move from innocence to sober maturity. “Alba” by Ezra Pound typifies the
ideals of Imagism, as Pound himself was seeking definition of the new style. The poem
conjures up a man’s love for the woman in his bed, although we know no details about
him, her, or their relationship. Musically, the interplay of the voice and piano figures is
rhythmically ambiguous, and culminates in a dramatic dissonance at the moment the
sun rises. “New Love” (the last of three Epigrams by Richard Aldington) utilizes some
metaphor as it relates the struggles of heartbeat and renewal to a tree whose blossoms
were killed by the frost. In this setting, the voice’s folk-like style outlines intervallic
figures that betray the deeper sophistication of the words. “Triad” by Adelaide Crapsey
is a Cinquain—a 5-line arrangement of 22 syllables created by Crapsey herself and used
for many of her poems. In “Triad,” three ideas are presented in the text and as
Corresponding musical gestures in the piano. This song is the most emotionally complex
of the three, with the soprano’s frantic crescendo giving way to an ethereal ending that
serves as a coda-like conclusion to all three songs.

The basic idea in Setting Out is that the violin and piano start with slow, sustained
gestures with significant pitch variety, then gradually move toward a registral middle
while increasing their rhythmic activity and simplifying their pitch content. The violin
undergoes this journey at a faster pace than the piano, dragging the piano along with it
until it catches up. Three-member pitch and rhythmic cells are the foundation of the
piece, with the content of those cells changing over the course of the work.

Saxophone Quartet No. 1: A Slice of Silverstein: I have been a great admirer of
Shel Silverstein’s work ever since I was given one of his books of poems and drawings as
a child. Recently, my interest in writing programmatic compositions has led me to the use
of a variety of literary sources as my muse. This is the first of several pieces based on
Silverstein’s poetry, which I have found to be very inspirational. The three poems for
which the movements of this work are titled are taken from Where the Sidewalk Ends.
While I do not pretend that the following summaries could ever do Silverstein’s poetry
justice, they may help the listener to better understand the programmatic nature of the
movements.

“The Yipiyuk” is a small, slimy swamp creature that has latched onto the toe of a
poor, unsuspecting man. No matter how hard he tries, he cannot get it to let go. For
sixteen years he’s been dragging the Yipiyuk around with him everywhere he goes.
“The Worst” is a poem describing a giant, ferocious monster. It ends by informing the reader that the beast is standing right behind them. In my musical interpretation, I imagine the reader taking flight and the lumbering creature in pursuit.

“Dancing Pants” is written in an introductory format like an MC introducing the next act of a show. In this case, it is a “Super sensational, utterly fabulous” pair of pants that seems to have come to life and dances all on its own. The music depicts the pants.
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